The structural basis for GTS-21 selectivity between human and rat nicotinic alpha7 receptors.
The alpha7 nAChR-selective partial agonist 3-(2,4-dimethoxybenzylidene)anabaseine (GTS-21) is more efficacious and potent for rat receptors than for human alpha7 receptors. Four single amino acid differences exist between human and rat alpha7 in the agonist binding site, two in the C loop, and one each in the E and F loops. Reciprocal mutations were made in these three domains and evaluated in Xenopus laevis oocytes. Mutations in the C and F loops significantly increased the efficacy of GTS-21 for the human receptor mutants but not to the level of the wild-type, and reciprocal mutations in rat alpha7 did not decrease responses to GTS-21. Whereas mutations in the E loop alone were without effect, the E- and F-loop mutations together increased GTS-21 efficacy and potency for human receptors, but the EF mutations in the rat receptors decreased the GTS-21 potency without changing the efficacy. The only mutants that showed a full reversal of the efficacy differences between human and rat alpha7 contained complete exchange of all four sites in the C, E, and F loops or just the sites in the C and F loops. However, the reversal of the potency ratio seen with the EF mutants was not evident in the CEF mutants. Our data therefore indicate that the pharmacological differences between rat and human alpha7 receptors are caused by reciprocal differences in sites within and around the binding site. Specific features in the agonist molecule itself are also identified that interact with these structural features of the receptor agonist binding site.